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In March 1975 Finnish-Swedish project of wide spread ice
a research was arranged to find the best method of using LANDSAT-2
E 7.6 - 10.0.6 2in winternavigation.
r-	 CS 0 CR- I Y6*7^,y00
The recognition of ice situation was made using different kindfn
of methods: air photography IR-scanner, SLAR-, FLAR-systems etc.
cv
A list of these arrangements is included.
OD
a Three sets of LANDSAT - 2 coverage were received:
U) March 14	 E-2051-09101	 N65-33 E025-50
041
U) W i f	 15	 E-2052-09155	 N65-31 E024-23
0 0
62W I t	 16	 E-2053-09214	 N65-34 E023-01to 00
o
"4 ft These pictures have been analyzed and comparison of results with





to To study the deformation of an ice field the following LANDSAT-2
V Ai
H pictures were also analyzed:
Ic a
C4 April	 2	 E-2070 - 09155	 N65-37 E024-18




m At the time the ice field was already broken and was drifting.
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